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Duke University in Washington, DC relocated from
a smaller space to a larger second-generation space
in downtown Washington. Now, Duke University
needed to make the space its own.
EXECUTION
Duke University’s Facilities Management Department and Wingate
Hughes Architects selected POUNDS Construction through a competitive bid process to build-out Duke University’s new Federal Affairs
office at 1201 New York Avenue NW, a Class “A” building located in
downtown’s East End submarket. The space was a second generation
space that was formally occupied by Families USA. Duke hired Wingate
Hughes to make the space its own.
The scope called for the conference room to be larger since a number
of conferences would be held in the room, so the POUNDS team
demolished the existing wall and re-located the IT closet, in order to
bump the wall out. The ceiling was demolished and replaced with
new ACT tiles and 2”x4” lights. Also a supplemental HVAC unit was
installed, in order to keep the conference room cool. Other work
included building a new meeting room and a couple rooms for production and storage. The production room includes custom casework.
The POUNDS team installed a custom, fabricated, stainless-steel
wall-panel in the reception area in addition to value-engineered faux
hardwood floors. The remainder of the space received new carpet
tiles and a black vinyl base. The reception area and hallway corridor
leading to the large conference room was also outfitted with dimmer
switches. The space received a fresh coat of paint and several walls
were painted another color to serve as accent walls. This space also
has “whiteboard” paint in the conference room.
The majority of the work was performed during normal business hours,
with some after-hours (core drilling) and weekend work. The building
was occupied by other tenants, including 2 other tenants on the 11th
floor. POUNDS project manager and superintendent also had to coordinate with the building’s management and engineers, in order to install
supplemental HVAC unit on the rooftop. Also our team had to tie into
the building’s existing sprinkler and fire-alarm system, and coordinate with the building’s vendor to get this goal achieved. Since the
building is located in downtown DC, we were not allowed to have
a dumpster on-site so the project team had to coordinate trash hauls.
At no time during construction did the POUNDS team receive any
negative feedback from the buildings management for violating any
of the building’s rules and regulations.
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